
 

Wilderness Leadership and Ethics Overview 
 

 The Guides are your leaders.  Pay attention to them.  Listen to them.  Ask questions and 
learn from them.  Though decisions will generally be made as a group, we do have to be at 
our destination on a certain day, so at times your guides may dictate the course of action.  
 

 Sanitation in the Wilderness.  Though most of our camping will be at established sites it is 
important to understand current approaches to proper human waste disposal.  Cat-holes are 
the way to go.  Simply dig a small 5-7 inch hole through the duff layer and down into some 
nice organic rich dirt.  Do your thing and cover it over with the dirt you just dug up.   
But, where should all this take place?  Well away from camp, out of site from any trails.  A 
good rule of thumb is to walk off the trail into the woods for 1 minute, if you look back and 
still see the trail; keep walking.   
And what about peeing?  Get away from camp to do that too.  It can really smell on a hot 
August day.  And woman, bury that little bit of TP that you use.  Just grab a handful of soil, 
,make a little hole, place it in, and cover it up.  It will decompose and no one will ever see it. 
 

 Washing.  Bio-degradable soap isn’t so bio-degradable! It still reduces the oxygen levels 
and introduces foreign substances into the water.  We need to wash well away from waters 
edge.  Rinse up in the water, take a bailer or a bucket into the woods to wash with, use bio-
degradable soap because it is better than high phosphate soaps and rinse off with water in 
the bucket.   
 

 Interaction with nature.  Take pictures, take memories, leave everything else behind.  In 
heavy use areas try to stay on established trails.  Don’t get too close to the wildlife.  Don’t 
feed the wildlife. 
 

 Enjoy the sounds.  Respect the beauty of nature and listen to the song of the wild.  Leave 
all electronic entertainment devices behind.  You’ll be amazed at how far your voice carries 
across a calm lake in the evening.  Enjoy yourself, and let others enjoy themselves too. 
 

 Carry in and carry more out.  All our trash and refuse will be carried out.  We will leave 
each campsite in better shape than when we arrived.  There seems to be a bit of trash on 
the ground in every camp, cigarette butts, bread wrapper twists, and aluminum foil top the 
list of ‘micro’ trash.  Pick it up and carry it out.   
Gray water from cleaning dishes should be strained and dumped in a shallow pit.  Strained 
stuff should be thrown away or burned. 
 

 Group dynamics.  As we gather together for an adventure into the wilderness with a group 
of people we may or may not know, it is important to be accepting and accommodating of 
others.  We are individuals out to have fun, meet new people and share a wonderful 
wilderness experience.  It is important to let your guides know if you are not having a good 
time.  Especially if you feel it is due to another person.  We will work to resolve differences if 
we are made aware of them. 

 

"In Wildness is the preservation of the world."  HD Thoreau 


